In many image processing applications, it is desirable to combine partially overlapping images into one larger scene. We introduce a supervised correlation filter method that automatically detects overlapping image pairs and estimates proper alignment. We use on-line composite filter design to achieve rotation-and overlapinvariant image pairing. We present stochastic system analysis that provides closed-form expressions that predict correlation plane response distribution, defines an overlap-invariant filter bank architecture, and obtains the optimum training set size. The resulting high-level image processing method is numerically efficient, suited for optoelectronic implementation, and competitive with manual reconstruction in speed and accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are several image processing applications that require that a group of randomly oriented, partially overlapping images be detected and aligned with one another into one larger scene. These applications include industrial inspection, archeological archiving, and aerial photographic reconstruction. They are characterized by requiring a field of view, and resolution, greater than that of the sensor being used to capture the scene. In these cases an imaging sensor is used to capture a series of partially overlapping subscenes that are combined together into one larger scene. We present a correlation-based solution to this problem called the partial overlap scene assembly system (POSAS). The system is best described as a supervised correlation process. That is, a supervising algorithm systematically selects the image pairs that are to be correlated and interprets the quality of their match. A bank of composite correlation filters, invariant to translation, rotation, and partial overlap, is used to register the partially overlapping image pairs. The filter type selected for this application is the linear phase coefficient composite filter 1 (LPCCF). LPCCF's are chosen for their high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), predictable peak-tosidelobe ratio (PSR), and ability to provide information concerning orientation, characteristics that enable efficient on-line design and response properties that enable overlap-invariant detection.
Four main elements of image registration methods have been defined by Brown. 2 First, the search space defines the allowable set of distortions to search through to find the proper registering transformation. Second, the feature space contains the extracted image information used for matching. Third, search strategies are defined to identify matches between extracted features and known control features in the model or the template. And fourth, a similarity metric is used to evaluate the correctness of each tested match.
When the search space is rigid but not constrained to small transformations, the search strategy most often employed is control point matching. Most production registration systems are semimanual in that a human operator selects the control points from which the computer registers the imagery. Research into automating this area includes automatic control point selection, 3 feature encoding for search-space reduction, 4 and efficient search strategies such as relaxation 5 and clustering 6 for information stored in image graphs 4, 5, 7 and interpretation trees. 8 Most of these approaches require a priori information about the template distortions or the specific features within them. This limitation is especially true for correlation methods. Most correlation strategies are applied when the search space includes only small rigid or affine transformations. 2 There are two approaches to extending correlation to include wider ranges of distortions. One method 9 is to successively distort and correlate a reference template across a full range of distortions. Another approach is that of composite filtering, where a single filter responds to a full range of distortions. The potential advantages of using correlation filters to extract registration information are their robustness across applications and the efficiency achieved by performing the correlation in the frequency domain with the use of fast Fourier transform algorithms or optoelectronic correlation devices. However, traditional correlation methods, including composite filters, can only match a small known template with its position within a larger scene. They cannot detect partially overlapping images because the sidelobe response exceeds the correct correlation peak.
The POSAS approach overcomes this traditional limitation of correlation by using a sidelobe suppression postprocessing method. The search space considered by the POSAS includes translation across the entire field of view and the full range of in-plane rotation. The POSAS method does not require feature-space reduction in theory. However, in practice, edge enhancement improves performance for many applications. The POSAS method has evolved from composite filter design. The most well-known composite correlation filter is the synthetic discriminant function 10 (SDF) filter. When Hester and Casasent originated the SDF approach to distortioninvariant filtering, they first expanded the training set images into an orthogonal basis set of images to be combined into the SDF filter. Second, they constrained the output correlation responses to each of the training images. The filter was thus formed from a weighted set of basis images. These two design aspects of the original SDF design set the stage for future composite filter design. The idea of constraining (or optimizing) the output correlation became the dominant approach to distortioninvariant filter design.
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Output constraints are effective but require matrix inversion and are thereby inherently numerically intensive.
Forming basis sets of training images has not received as much attention as correlation constraint. However, to improve the SDF approach, several aspects of training set selection have been studied. Kumar and Pochapsky 12 studied the effects of the training set size on filter performance. Several methods of training set selection 13, 14 were developed for better representation of distortion. In particular, Schils 16 numerically efficient LPCCF design, 17 and rotation estimation from complex correlation responses. 18 The authors combined several of the LPCCF capabilities and introduced an ad hoc demonstration of the basic POSAS concept. 19 However, this ad hoc demonstration lacked the mathematical development introduced in our present research.
An overview of the POSAS is presented in Section 2. Background explanation of on-line design of the LPCC filters is presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents a stochastic analysis of the POSAS, which yields closed-form expressions for the correlation response, overlapinvariant response characteristics, optimum training set size, and a description of the overlap similarity measure. Discussion of performance and implementation is presented in Section 5, and the conclusions are given in Section 6.
SUPERVISED CORRELATION AND SCENE ASSEMBLY OVERVIEW
The supervisor selects pairs of images, to be registered, from a database referred to as the registration set. Its objectives during selection are to minimize total computation, maximize the probability of complete reassembly, and minimize registration error. The supervisor, as shown in Fig. 1 , begins by arbitrarily selecting one partition from the registration set. This partition is considered the parent image. The remaining partitions are successively paired with the parent partition and considered potential children of the parent image. The selected pairs are sent to the pair correlator, discussed in Section 3, where they are correlated with each other by using the rotation-and overlap-invariant on-line filter design in which the filter is constructed from the parent image. If the peak response in the resulting correlation plane is above a given threshold, the pair of images is considered for possible registration. The location of the peak in the correlation plane determines the relative positioning of the centroids of each image. The phase response is used to determine the relative rotation about the centroid required to register the two images properly. With the alignment known, a similarity measure is determined for the overlapping region. If the similarity measure is below a threshold, then the alignment is assumed incorrect. However, the parent/child pairing may still be valid for another alignment, so the peak location is suppressed as an alignment ambiguity, and the next-highest peak is selected, where a new similarity measure is determined and considered. These ambiguous peaks are often caused by repeated man-made patterns, which create local, but false, correlation peaks. If, in N A peak suppressions, none of the similarity measures is above the required threshold or the relevant peak is below the peak threshold, then there is no match and a new potential child is selected and the pairing process begins again. When all the potential children are considered, the next parent is selected for matching.
When a pair is successfully registered, the pair is treated as a parent/child match and the child is included into the family tree to be used as a parent later in the search process. The process continues until all the parents have been tested with the available potential children. The relationships among all images are stored in a Fig. 1 . POSAS block diagram. The supervisor selects parent and child pairs to be correlated and evaluates quality of registration.
family tree table, as indicated in Fig. 1 , containing a centroid location and rotation for each parent/child pairing.
The final scene is reassembled after fine-tuning the rotation information contained in this family tree table. To fine-tune the rotation estimate, we use a ''largest of'' matched filtering approach 20 to conduct a finite search for a better angular estimate. In the fine-tuning step, the peak location is assumed correct, and an inner product of the parent and child images is performed at different angular increments, where each increment is finer than the original rotation estimate resolution.
To simulate the problem of assembling multiple, partially overlapping and randomly oriented views into a larger scene, we partition an image of the Millenium Falcon into 11 randomly rotated, partially overlapping views, shown in Fig. 2 . The partitions in Fig. 2 were Sobel edge enhanced and treated as the registration set. The result of the supervised correlation and assembly process is the reassembled scene shown in Fig. 3. 
BACKGROUND FOR ON-LINE, OVERLAP-INVARIANT FILTER DESIGN
The LPCCF's are the only rotation-invariant composite filters whose design does not require matrix inversion. The LPCC filters are rotation invariant in magnitude response, contain overlap information in the shape of their magnitude response, and yield rotation information in their phase response. LPCC filters are a family of filters that use phasor relationships in conjunction with proper training set selection and filter bank design to obtain an inherently discriminating system. They are approximately orthogonal; thus each filter carries unique information about the parent image. We present the efficient on-line LPCC filter design and their use in the overlapinvariant detection and angle estimation process.
When a pair of images is tested for registration, a LPCCF bank is constructed from the parent image x A , and then the test image x B is correlated with each filter in this bank. The correlation of a test image with one of the filters in the bank is given by
where (a, b) are Cartesian coordinates, y k is the correlation output from the kth filter, ‫ؠ‬ indicates correlation, and h A,k is the kth filter constructed from the parent image x A . For in-plane rotation distortion, the LPCCF training set is obtained by uniformly rotating the parent image from 0 to 2 rad. The number of rotations included in the training set is denoted by the variable N, and each image in the training set is rotated by 2n/N rad. The equation for the kth-order LPCC filter vector is (2) where a superscript * indicates complex conjugation, k ϭ 0, 1 ,..., N Ϫ 1, and the nth training image is denoted by the d ϫ 1 vector x A,n , which is obtained by lexicographically ordering the nth rotation of the parent image x A containing d elements. The d ϫ N matrix X A represents the parent image training set matrix with the nth training vector as its nth column, where the first column has index 0.
The output correlation planes from each filter are weighted and combined to form the filter bank output correlation plane:
where w k is the weight attached to the kth-order filter output and K bank is the set of filter indices included in the filter bank. Near-optimal performance can be obtained by properly weighting and selecting a subset of all possible filters. In this case the filter selection and weighting are based on the filter response magnitudes for both child and nonchild test images, where a child image is similar to, and a nonchild image is unlike, the parent. These child and nonchild responses are approximated by the eigenvalues of the training set vector-inner-product (VIP) matrices R AA ϭ X A T X A and R BA ϭ X B T X A , respectively. The responses for the parent test image x A and the potential child test image x B can then be estimated from the eigenvalues of R AA and R BA , respectively, as described in previous literature. 15 The parent-to-parent center response is approximated by AA,k , the kth eigenvalue of R AA . The test-to-parent center response is approximated by BA,k , the magnitude of the kth eigenvalue of R BA . Given the eigenvalues, the optimal filters for discrimination between x A and x B are ranked by using the following quality measure: (4) where sgn(v) ϭ 1 for v у 0 and sgn(v) ϭ Ϫ1 for v Ͻ 0. A large Q value corresponds to good discrimination ability. By selection of the filter orders with the highest Q, the filter bank is designed for maximum discrimination between child and nonchild images.
The filter bank output plane is postprocessed to provide overlap-invariant detection by subtracting the square root of the zero-order response. The square root of the zero-order response is weighted by ␤ so as to scale the peak to unity. The filter bank response is weighted by ␣ such that the mean squared difference ⑀ is minimized for (5) where y kϭ0 is the zero-order filter output and d is the number of pixels. The postprocessing is then implemented such that
The weights ␣ and ␤ normalize the postprocessed response to be application independent, which tends to make the peak and similarity measures consistent from one registration set to another.
A. Efficient Filter Weight Calculation
The eigenvalues are obtained by transforming the VIP matrices. Calculating the eigenvalues of the VIP matrices R AA and R BA is very computationally intensive, requiring a vector inner product between training set matrices of O(N 2 d) operations plus a two-dimensional fast Fourier transform of the VIP matrix requiring N) ) operations, where d is the number of pixels in x A . For this reason it is desirable to calculate the eigenvalues without evaluating the entire VIP matrix. The VIP matrix R AA has been shown to be circulant, Toeplitz, and symmetric, 1 while R BA is circulant and Toeplitz but not necessarily symmetric. The eigenvalues can be calculated in a computationally efficient manner 21 if we exploit these properties: (7) where m and n are the row and column indices of R AA , respectively. Therefore the eigenvalues can be calculated with O(Nd) operations. The slightly less efficient eigenvalue calculation for R BA is
B. Filter Bank Design
The filter bank design allows the designer to be selective in the use of filters and thereby optimize the filter bank response. We always discard half of the filters that are redundant 1 and any filter whose estimated nonchild response BA,k is larger than its estimated child response AA,k . It may not be necessary to use all the remaining filters to choose the best filter subset. We use Q to rank the filter orders on their effectiveness for discriminating between child and nonchild images. The number of filters to include in the filter bank is dependent on the registration difficulty. In general, smaller percentages of overlapping mass in neighboring images require the use of more filters in the filter bank. We choose the number of filters in the filter bank by experience (which is 15 for this research), where more filters will improve the system's detection ability but increase processing time. The output of each filter order in Eq. (3) is weighted by
which is optimized for minimum probability of error. 1 This method of filter bank design is used because it is an on-line design. There are other filter bank selection 22 and weighting schemes 23 that are more optimum but less numerically efficient than Q.
STOCHASTIC SYSTEM ANALYSIS
Mathematical insight into correlation response has eluded researchers for those characteristics dependent on the input images. By approaching this problem with statistically describable control images, we derive some important closed-form expressions that predict correlation plane response distribution, overlap-invariant detection, and training set size optimization for detection generalization to nontraining set images.
A. Control Images
The control images are designed to be statistically stationary for both rotation and translation. In this way they model actual images that have complicated patterns. Two partially overlapping control images are shown in Fig. 4 . The inside of their circular boundary is filled with stationary salt-and-pepper noise, where the relative percentage of salt (binary ones) to pepper (binary zeros) approximates the percentages of ones and zeros in the Sobel-edge-enhanced, binarized scene being reassembled. The boundary radii are also chosen to approximate the size of real-scene partitions, in this case the registration set in Fig. 2 .
The advantage of using control images to model system behavior is that ensemble statistics yield closed-form mathematical relationships between overlap and correlation response. The percentage of area overlap and the percentage of image mass overlap are statistically proportional to each other. The image center and the image centroid are statistically equal, and the percentage of overlapping area is calculated from the distance between the centers of the two images, regardless of the rotation angle about that centroid. Using terminology from detection theory, we refer to the matching regions of two images as the shared ''target'' signal mass and the nonmatching regions as ''clutter'' signal mass.
These characteristics also facilitate the introduction of prespecified percentages of shared target mass into a randomly generated control image pair. This is achieved by removing an American-football-shaped section, indicated in Fig. 4 , from one of the images and placing it on the outer boundary of, but entirely within, the other. The relationship between center separation and percentage of area overlap is given by Fig. 4 . Control image pair after registration with 12% shared target mass in overlap region.
where L is the overlapping area and r is the separation between the centers of the two equally sized control images with radius R. For discrete pixel values, L is rounded off to the nearest integer value.
B. Overlap-Invariant Postprocessing
When very small percentages of target mass are shared, the peak target mass response for k Ͼ 0-order filters occurs off origin and is smaller than the sidelobe height at the origin, as shown in Fig. 5 for a pair of control images. Figures 5-8 are sideviews of three-dimensional mesh plots of the correlation plane, where the vertical axis is the response and the horizontal axis is one of two lateral dimensions. The other lateral dimension is perpendicular to the page. The square root of the zero-order filter magnitude response, shown in Fig. 6 , describes the envelope of the sidelobes for the k Ͼ 0-order filter magnitude response. This enables sidelobe suppression as described by Eq. (6). A postprocessed correlation plane for a pair of control images is shown in Fig. 7 , where the shared target mass results in the peak at the location of proper registration. The sidelobes in the filter bank response are produced by the clutter mass response and the response of the target mass to the nonmatching training images. To describe the sidelobes, we derive the mean and the deviation of the magnitude response when filter h A,kϾ0 is correlated with x B , given that x A and x B are control images sharing no target mass, that is, case H 0 . These results approximate the sidelobes when x A and x B share target mass, that is, case H 1 .
The expected magnitude of the filter response is calculated as a function of L, the number of overlapping pixels between the filter and the test image as described by Eq. (10). The filter response to clutter is symmetric with respect to the origin. Therefore, when L is varied, the expected response can be evaluated at different radial distances from the origin and describes the sidelobes over the entire correlation plane.
The kth-order filter constructed from image x A is h A,k , given by Eq. (2). Since pixels in images x A and x B are independent with means a and b , respectively, the conditional expected magnitude of the filter response is given by
where l represents a pixel in the filter image that overlaps with x B and ␦ [•] is the Kronecker discrete impulse function.
Since filter banks include only k Ͼ 0-order filters, we are primarily concerned with suppressing their sidelobes. When k Ͼ 0, the expected magnitude is zero regardless of L. However, the sidelobe envelope is proportional to the response standard deviation. The conditional variance of the magnitude response is defined as
where the first term is expanded to 
The magnitude envelope of the sidelobes is defined by the deviation, which is
Since the filter bank is a linear combination of multiple k Ͼ 0-order filters, then scaled by ␣, the mean and the deviation of its magnitude response are also described by Eqs. (11) and (15), respectively. We have shown that when k Ͼ 0, the expected value of the magnitude response is zero and that it is the deviation of the response that describes the sidelobes. For the k ϭ 0-order response, the deviation of the magnitude is very small relative to the mean. With the use of Eqs. (11) and (15) , this ratio is given by
For most practical situations, this ratio is small. We demonstrate this with a numerical example, where control images are generated so that they model the size and the average pixel density of the Millenium Falcon registration set. The image pairs share 12,868 pixels (L ϭ ϫ 64 2 ϭ 12,868) at full overlap, the mean value of a pixel in either binary image is A ϭ B ϭ ϭ 0.2, and the variance of a pixel in either binary image is A 2 ϭ B 2 ϭ 2 ϭ 0.16. When we substitute these values and let N ϭ 200 rotations, the ratio in Eq. (16) is 0.018. Therefore it is the mean that dominates the distribution of the magnitude response to clutter for the k ϭ 0-order filter.
To demonstrate the k ϭ 0-order filter response invariance to the presence of target mass, we rederive the mean magnitude response, assuming that x A and x B share 100% target mass such that x A ϭ x B ϭ x is denoted as case H 1 (100%). For simplicity, we assume that the child matches the n ϭ 0 rotation, so that its complex exponential weighting is unity. The second component is the clutter response, i.e., the response to the other N Ϫ 1 nonmatching filter components. The resulting expected response is given by
The fractional increase of the response when the target mass is introduced is given by
When we assume the same parameter values as above and k ϭ 0, the fractional increase is only ⌬ ϭ 0.02. The presence of target mass in control images contributes an impulse at the location of proper registration and a clutter response everywhere else in the k Ͼ 0-order filter response. As a result, introducing target mass does not significantly alter the deviation of the filter magnitude response except at the location of proper registration. Therefore the sidelobes can be estimated with Eq. (15), which assumes that no target mass is present. This estimate is demonstrated by calculating the ratio of the expected k Ͼ 0-order filter response from an image containing target mass to the deviation of a k Ͼ 0-order filter response from an image containing no target mass. This ratio is calculated by using Eqs. (15) and (17), assuming that 12% target mass is shared:
Inspection of the sample correlation plane in Fig. 5 shows that the actual ratio of B over C agrees.
To demonstrate that this analysis works well on real data, we repeat the process on a pair including images 5 and 8 from Fig. 2 . The postprocessed response profile is shown in Fig. 8 . The real data yield a detectable peak response, while the sidelobes are less uniform than the response for the control imagery.
C. Optimum Training Set Size
Training set size represents a trade-off between detection performance and filter generation time, and understanding how the training set size affects performance is key to making the most practical trade-off.
Kumar and Pochapsky 12 presented an analytical approach to evaluate the effects of training set size on distortion-invariant filter response. In their approach they used continuousspace autocorrelation functions to find relationships between SNR, space-bandwidth product, and training set size.
However, they did not determine an optimum training set size or take into account the effect of finite pixel sizes. We follow a similar approach in analysis, but instead of looking at the SNR for continuous-space autocorrelation functions, we use nontraining control images to estimate the autocorrelation function and use this to estimate the maximum PSR as a function of training set size. Furthermore, Kumar and Pochapsky did not directly relate their SNR measure to discrimination, whereas the PSR inherently measures the discrimination between child and nonchild images.
Let x A be the primary image from which the training set and the filters are generated. For training set size N, the angle between the mth and nth training images is ⌰ ⌬ (m Ϫ n, N) ϭ 2(m Ϫ n)/N. The nth training image is denoted by a rotation transform of x A such that x A,n ϭ A(x A , ⌰ ⌬ (n, N)) for n ϭ 0,1 ,..., N Ϫ 1.
For symmetry, a worst-case image x wc is positioned between the n ϭ 0 and the n ϭ N Ϫ 1 training images such that x wc ϭ A(x A , ⌰ wc (0, N) ). The worst-case angle is defined as ⌰ wc (n, N) ϭ Ϫ/N ϩ 2n/N, which is the angle between the worst-case image and the nth training image. The images x A and x wc share 100% target mass, and a conditional PSR for worst-case input is
where H wc is the worst-case hypothesis. By forming training set matrices X wc from x wc and X A from x A , we can show that R wc ϭ X wc T X A is circulant and symmetric. Thus the response magnitude expression is obtained in a similar manner as Eq. (7): (21) where R(⌰) is the autocorrelation between two rotations of x A separated by angle ⌰ and where N is even. The vector x wc is a nonrotated lexicographic form of x wc . In this case R(⌰ wc (n, N)) ϭ E͕x wc
for large image sizes. The standard deviation expression in Eq. (15) is conceptually similar to the denominator of Eq. (20) . However, the derivation of Eq. (15) assumes that the rotated training images are independent. With large values of N, this assumption breaks down because adjacent training images become correlated on account of the spatial sampling period associated with finite pixel sizes. For example, the autocorrelation between training images N) ) and x A is given in Fig. 9(a) as (1, N) ). For small values (N Ͻ 200), the adjacent images are decorrelated. As the images begin to overlap, there is an increase in R ⌬ (N) until N Ϸ 800. For N Ͼ 800 there is no change in R ⌬ (N) because the two images are spatially sampled to be identical discrete images on account of the finite pixel sizes. For this example the separation angle at N Ϸ 800 corresponds to 0.45°. For N Ͼ 800 the values predicted by the envelope expression in Eq. (15) continue to drift from experimental results, shown in Fig. 9 , because many training images may become identical owing to spatial sampling. By incorporation of R ⌬ (N) into Eq. (12), an expression for the deviation that is valid for large N is given by
Assuming that the deviation is off origin, such that x wc is decorrelated with x A , hypothesis H wc is equivalent to the H 0 case in Eq. (12) . Taking advantage of symmetry, we can reduce Eq. (23) to 
The numerator and the denominator of Eq. (20) predict the absolute peak and sidelobe values, respectively. The autocorrelation, scaled by R wc (N) ϭ R (⌰ wc (0, N) ), between x wc and an adjacent training image is shown in Fig.  9(a) . The numerator of PSR wc (N) is governed by R (⌰ wc (0, N) ), while the denominator is governed by R(⌰ ⌬ (1, N) ).
A sample run of PSR wc (N) is shown in Fig. 9(b) , where the peak PSR wc (N) occurs at N Ϸ 400. For large (N Ͼ 400), PSR wc (N) is still high, and the filter bank continues to function because the filters are effectively scaled by the addition of identical training images. The reason that PSR wc (N) decreases after N Ϸ 400 is that the worstcase image correlates at maximum R(⌰ wc (0, N)) before the adjacent training images reach maximum correlation for R(⌰ ⌬ (0, N) ). Thus the numerator increases faster than the denominator until N Ϸ 400. When N is so large that there is correlation between nonadjacent images, additional peaks occur as shown at N Ϸ 1200. From 
D. Rotation Determination and Similarity Measure
The postprocessed correlation plane given in Eq. (6) is examined to determine the location of the maximum correlation peak. The complex responses from each magnitude response peak location in the filter bank are combined and used in an F-dimensional maximumlikelihood ratio test, where F is the number of filters in the filter bank. This test determines the proper orientation at maximum correlation. 18 The phase signature y ps is defined as a 1 ϫ F vector consisting of the complex peak response from each filter in the bank. A measure of similarity between the phase response and the expected phase response for a child aligned with the nth training image is given by (25) for n ϭ 0, 1 ,..., N Ϫ 1, where K bank is the set of F filter indices selected by using Q. The index of the training image that the child aligns with best is estimated by using n est ϭ max n ͕ g n ͖, and the rotation angle is calculated by using ⌰ ϭ 2n est /N. Given the course rotation estimate above, it is successively refined by the ''largest of'' filtering method 20 described in Section 2.
Given a possible alignment, a similarity measure is needed to verify if the alignment is correct. Using the orientation parameters, we determine the overlapping region by the intersection between two unit-value images u A and u B , each the same size as that of the correlation pair x A and x B , respectively. Each unit image is zero padded before orientation. The region of overlap is defined as (26) for all ͕a,b͖, where aЈ(a) and bЈ(b) are the coordinate transformations for alignment.
Once we know the region of overlap, a similarity measure denoted as the target mass density can be defined within the region of overlap. The target mass density is based on the correlation coefficient within the region of overlap;
where 0 р ⌫ р 1 for all positive-value images.
DISCUSSION OF PERFORMANCE AND IMPLEMENTATION
Although the focus of this research is on the mathematical analysis of the pair correlation, a demonstrative discussion of POSAS implementation is necessary. We compare POSAS performance with manual reconstruction performed by several human volunteers, compare numerical performance with automated methods, consider optical implementation, and demonstrate a variety of applications.
The most common registration method for the problem under study is to have humans define control points and then have computers reconstruct the imagery. We make the assumption that identifying control points takes at least as long as identifying and physically matching two transparencies. As a baseline for comparison, we had human volunteers conduct the entire registration process by manually reassembling the Millenium Falcon using transparencies of the 11 partitions shown in Fig. 2 . This experiment represents a simple demonstration and does not imply statistically accurate results. The POSAS performed the same task, utilizing a 300-MHz Windowsbased personal computer. Human processing times were determined by having subjects overlay 11 transparencies of the edge-enhanced, binarized subimages to create the final scene. In the ten trials, the subjects required between 5 and 12 min to perform the task, while the POSAS software, written in MATLAB and C ϩϩ , required 18 min, which is well within an order of magnitude of the human performance. Registering an individual pair required 22 s, 38% of which is spent creating the filter and 56% of which is spent correlating. Brown 2 has surveyed registration techniques, and the computation of control point techniques is O(M 3 ) operations, where M is the number of control points and the ex-ponent is the number of dimensions in the search space. In our case there are two translation parameter dimensions and one rotation parameter dimension. To compare control point methods with correlation, we assume a fixed percentage of overlap, a large square image size, and complicated patterns such as those of the control images. Under these conditions the number of control points M becomes proportional to the number of pixels along one side of each square image. The correlation computation is then O(M 2 log M) by using fast Fourier transform techniques, while the control point computation of O(M 3 ) operations is larger. For images with simple geometric patterns and/or decreasing overlap, the outcome may be different and possibly favor control point methods. For these cases a more detailed analysis would be necessary.
Correlation time is significant, so the possibility of optical implementation deserves consideration. To simulate an optical correlation implementation, we tested the system with the filter quantized at various levels in magnitude and/or phase. The Millenium Falcon could be reassembled when the phase was quantized to eight levels and the magnitude remained continuous, when the magnitude was quantized to 16 levels and phase remained continuous, and when the magnitude and the phase were both quantized to 32 levels. What these values tell us is that current phase-only systems would not perform adequately without additional research and development. Indeed, a full complex filter would need to be used. One such device would be the time-integrated spectrum analyzer with the use of crossed Bragg cell architecture, which can be used to perform full complex correlation. 24, 25 To demonstrate the versatility of the POSAS and indicate some potential application of matching partially overlapping images, we present several demonstrations. All the demonstrations use 128 ϫ 128-image partition sizes, which are zero padded to 256 ϫ 256 for processing. The image partitions are digitized from original photographs, and feature-space reduction is accomplished with binary Sobel edge enhancement, where the threshold is approximately set at 20%-30% of the gray-level Sobel peak. The Millenium Falcon assembly shown in Fig. 3 was performed with minimum peak response value y min peak ϭ 0.35, minimum target mass density ⌫ min ϭ 0.44, maximum number of alignment ambiguities N A ϭ 3, and N part ϭ 11 partitions. The Millenium Falcon is representative of man-made technology. Another use may be in archeology for archiving physical artifacts. An example of this application is the digitizing of a Mayan sculpture 26 image. If a 128 ϫ 128 image is taken of the entire sculpture, the image is blurred as shown in Fig.  10(a) (cropped to 90 ϫ 128 for display) . Using the same camera but optically zooming in and capturing the overlapping partitions, the POSAS assembled these partitions as shown in Fig. 10(b) with y min peak ϭ 0.31, ⌫ min ϭ 0.60, N A ϭ 1, and N part ϭ 9. The first image is outlined in white to indicate relative partition size. Another application may be the assembly of underwater terrain images. An example is the assembling of a Titanic 27 image, as shown in Fig. 11(a) , where y min peak ϭ 0.51, ⌫ min ϭ 0.67, N A ϭ 2, and N part ϭ 15. The last example, shown in Fig.  11(b) , is an assembly of vertical aerial photographic imagery. The POSAS is well suited for reconstruction of vertical aerial photography because the distortion is primarily in-plane rotation and the scenes are typically complicated when enhanced. The aerial photographic reconstruction of a region of International Drive in Orlando, Florida, was done with y min peak ϭ 0.47, ⌫ min ϭ 0.66, N A ϭ 4, and N part ϭ 5.
For implementation most of the setup difficulty was in determining the feature-space enhancement parameters, such as the threshold level of the binary Sobel operations. Theoretically, feature-space enhancement is not a limitation to the POSAS, but, in practice, it was critical to operation. We would recommend that a first-time user set up the POSAS to produce correlation plane imagery such as that in Figs. 5-8 in order to visualize the underlying pair relationships. For a production run of a large set of images, we would recommend training the target mass density and peak threshold values off a representative subset.
CONCLUSIONS
The partial overlap scene assembly system (POSAS) is a method to automatically reconstruct a larger scene from a combination of partially overlapping subimages. Each subimage may have random rotation and overlap with respect to its neighboring subimages. The brain of the PO-SAS is a supervisor that coordinates the construction of a data tree structure containing the reconstruction parameters of relative orientation between subimages. The brawn is the pair correlator, which generates its filter banks on line and performs pair correlation. On-line filter design is achieved by using properties of linear phase coefficient composite filters (LPCCF's). The performance of the POSAS is governed by the target mass similarity measure.
In Section 4 a complete and rigorous mathematical treatment of the POSAS pair correlator is introduced. Central to this treatment is the use of control images that are calibrated to be similar to the registration set statistics. With the use of ensemble statistics, closed-form expressions are developed describing response plane mean and variance. It is mathematically shown, for the first time, that the response distribution of the nonzero-order filter is governed by a response envelope relationship. It is shown that the square root of the expected k ϭ 0-order filter response is equivalent to the higher-order response envelopes. Thus, when the weighted square root of the zero-order response is subtracted from the filter bank response, overlap-invariant detection is achieved. This postprocessing is shown to suppress the clutter mass response and yield a peak location containing the relative pair positioning as well as a phase signature that is matched with a rotation angle. Therefore orientation and position information is directly obtained from the LPCC response while simultaneously achieving overlap invariance.
Another notable contribution of this research is the analysis of optimum training set size. This analysis gives new insight into the relationship of composite filter performance and training set size. Although the case presented is for LPCCF's, in-plane rotation, and control images, the concepts and the mathematical relationships should extend to other composite filters, other distortions, and more-sophisticated stochastic image models. There were three characteristics of PSR as a function of training set size N: (1) the rapid increase for low values of N, (2) the peak for intermediate values of N, and (3) the asymptotic leveling off of PSR for large values of N. The first characteristic is well-known from previous work, but the second peak characteristic and the third characteristic have not been previously studied in the context of PSR. These two latter characteristics are directly related to the finite pixel sizes in the control images.
The POSAS is numerically efficient for complicated imagery, although it is less competitive with control point methods when the imagery contains simple geometric patterns. Our search space included two-dimensional translation and full in-plane rotation. However, for future research, the POSAS may be applied to higherdimensional feature spaces. That is, the POSAS could be extended to include other affine transformations, in addition to rotation. We believe that the POSAS is well suited for a variety of applications including assembly of archeological, oceanic, and vertical aerial photographic data. All things considered, we think that the POSAS method represents a new and sophisticated use of composite correlation filters.
